Reproducibility of characteristics assessing the occlusion of young adults.
The aim of the present investigation was to analyze the reproducibility in the assessment of six morphological and three functional characteristics included in a new method evaluating the occlusion in young adults. These characteristics comprised coincidence of midlines, overjet, overbite, canine relationship, crossbite, scissors bite, recurrent deviation on opening, guided lateral excursions, and discrepancy between the centric relation and the intercuspal position. The study was conducted in three stages: (1) five observers assessed the occlusions of five volunteers, (2) seven observers assessed nine volunteers, and (3) five observers assessed nine volunteers. Two calibrated orthodontists were used as references. For numerical variables, the nonparametric method for repeated measurements (Friedman's test) was used to test the significance of differences, while the proportion of agreement was calculated for categorical assessments. The results were analyzed using two precision levels: within a measurement unit/the same category and an acceptable/nonacceptable dichotomy. The magnitude of systematic differences was small and of minor clinical importance except in measurements of recurrent deviation on opening. The proportional agreement for acceptance was good in the assessment of overjet, coincidence of midlines, crossbite, scissors bite, open bite, and discrepancy between the centric relation and the intercuspal position. Moderate agreement was achieved in the assessment of overbite, canine relationship, recurrent deviation on opening, and guided lateral excursions. Among the nonacceptable cases, the agreement ranged from poor to good. The results indicated that noncalibrated observers assess categorical characteristics inconsistently.